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Abstract
While the relationship of time and space is an established topic in traditional centralised
complexity theory, this is not the case in distributed computing. We aim to remedy this
by studying the time and space complexity of algorithms in a weak message-passing model
of distributed computing. While a constant number of communication rounds implies a
constant number of states visited during the execution, the other direction is not clear at
all. We consider several graph families and show that indeed, there exist non-trivial graph
problems that are solvable by constant-space algorithms but that require a non-constant
running time. This provides us with a new complexity class for distributed computing and
raises interesting questions about the existence of further combinations of time and space
complexity.
1 Introduction
This work studies the relationship between time and space complexity in distributed computing.
While the relationships between various time complexity classes have been studied a lot in many
of the established works of the field [11, 13, 15, 16] and also very recently [3, 4, 5, 6, 10], space
complexity has not received that much attention. We aim to remedy that by establishing the
existence of a new complexity class: constant-space with non-constant running time.
1.1 Distributed computing
We consider a model of computation where each node of a graph is a computational unit.
The same graph is a communication network and an input to the algorithm. Adjacent nodes
communicate with each other in synchronous rounds, and eventually each node outputs its own
part of the output. All the nodes run the same deterministic algorithm. In our model, the nodes
are anonymous, that is, they do not have access to unique identifiers, and furthermore, they
cannot distinguish between their neighbours—they broadcast the same message to everyone and
they receive the messages in a set.
We define running time as the number of communication rounds until all the nodes have
halted, while space usage is defined as the number of bits per node needed to represent all the
states of the algorithm. The complexity measures are considered as a function of n, the number
of nodes in the graph. The amount of local computation is not limited in any way, nor is the
size of messages. More formally, distributed algorithms can be defined as state machines; see
Section 2.1 for the definitions.
1.2 Contributions
We prove the existence of graph problems, and consequently algorithms, that exhibit a constant
space usage but non-constant running time. Our first theorem, proved in Section 3 shows that
when considering a graph family containing graphs of maximum degree 3, there exists a graph
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problem solvable by an algorithm with a constant number of states, while the time complexity
of the problem is in Ω(logn).
In our main theorem presented in Section 4, we turn our attention to the case of the class
of graphs of maximum degree 2. While more non-trivial, it turns out that also in this case we
can establish the existence of a graph problem solvable in constant space but requiring a linear
number of communication rounds. Our result makes use of the properties of the Thue–Morse
sequence, which we introduce in Section 2.5.
We emphasise that while it is straightforward to come up with such problems if we have a
promise that the input graph is for example a path, we do not need to make such assumptions. It
is also essential that we require the algorithms to halt in all nodes of any input graph. Again, this
kind of results would be easy to achieve, if nodes were allowed to continue running indefinitely
on some input graphs.
1.3 Motivation and related work
Traditionally, the focus of distributed computing has been on the time complexity of algorithms,
and occasionally on message complexity, but space complexity has not been studied much. We
aim to change this by introducing space complexity, constant space in particular, as a new
dimension in the classification of computational problems.
While space complexity is especially interesting from the theory perspective, it can be argued
that constant space complexity is a reasonable assumption also from the practical point of view.
Networked devices often need to be able to operate in a network of any size, while it is not
necessarily easy to expand their memory resources afterwards. On the other hand, also nature
provides us with plenty of phenomena that exhibit distributed behaviour. Natural organisms are
usually of constant size, independent of the size of the swarm or flock they are part of. Therefore,
the study of constant space may result in new avenues for applying distributed computing to
advance the understanding of nature.
The line of research on anonymous models of distributed computing was initiated by
Angluin [2], who introduced the well-known port numbering model. Our model of compu-
tation can be seen as a further restriction of the port-numbering model, with port numbers
stripped out. While port numbers are a natural assumption in wired networks, the weaker
variant makes more sense when applying distributed computing to a wireless setting. While
our model has not been studied that much in prior work, a so-called beeping model [1, 7] is
essentially similar. In the hierarchy of seven models defined by Hella et al. [12], our model is
the weakest one; they call it the SB model. On the other hand, the case where nodes receive
messages in a multiset instead of a set is discussed more often in the literature [12].
From the constant-space point of view, our setting bears similarities to the field of cellular
automata [9, 17, 18]. In a cellular automaton, each cell can be in one of a constant number of
states, and each cell updates its state synchronously using the same rule. However, in the case
of cellular automata, one is usually interested in the kind of patterns an automata converges in,
while we require each node to eventually stop and produce an output.
On the side of distributed computing, Emek and Wattenhofer [8] have considered a model
where the network consists of finite state machines—hence making the space complexity constant.
However, their model is asynchronous and randomised, while we study a fully synchronous and
deterministic setting.
One of the main ingredients of our work, the Thue–Morse sequence, was used previously
by Kuusisto [14], who proved that there exists a distributed algorithm that always halts in the
class of graphs of maximum degree two but features a non-constant running time. However,
his algorithm has also a non-constant space complexity—this is where our work provides a
significant improvement.
2
2 Preliminaries
In this section we define our model of computation and introduce notions needed later in the
proofs.
2.1 Model of computation
Our model of computation is a weaker variant of the standard LOCAL model, with the following
restrictions:
– Nodes are anonymous, that is, they do not have unique identifiers.
– Nodes broadcast the same message to all their neighbours.
– Nodes receive the messages in a set, that is, they do not know which neighbour sent which
message or how many identical messages they received.
In the following, we define distributed algorithms as state machines. Given an input graph,
each node of the graph is equipped with an identical state machine. Machines in adjacent nodes
can communicate with each other. In this work, we study only deterministic state machines and
synchronous communication. The graph is always assumed to be simple, finite, connected and
undirected, unless stated otherwise.
At the beginning, each state machine is only aware of its own local input (taken from some
fixed finite set) and the degree of the node on which it sits. Then, computation is executed in
synchronous rounds. In each round, each machine
(1) broadcasts a message to its neighbours,
(2) receives a set of messages from its neighbours,
(3) moves to a new state based on the received messages and its previous state.
Each machine is required to eventually reach one of special halting states and stop execution.
The local output is then the state of the node at the time of halting.
Note that while our model of computation is rather weak, it only makes our results stronger
by limiting the capabilities of algorithms. Unique identifiers or unrestricted local inputs would
not make much sense in the constant-space setting. Crucially, we require nodes to always halt in
any input graph—nodes being allowed to run indefinitely or having the ability to continue passing
messages after announcing an output would make engineering constant-space non-constant-time
problems quite straightforward.
Next, we give a more formal definition of the model of computation used in this work by
defining algorithms and graph problems.
2.2 Notation and terminology
For k ∈ N, we denote by [k] the set {1, 2, . . . , k}. Given a graph G = (V,E), the set of
neighbours of a node v ∈ V is denoted by N(v) = {u ∈ V : {v, u} ∈ E}. For r ∈ N, the radius-r
neighbourhood of a node v ∈ V is {u ∈ V : dist(u, v) ≤ r}, that is, the set of nodes u such that
there is a path of length at most r between v and u. We call any induced subgraph of G that
contains node v simply a neighbourhood of v.
We will also work with strings of letters. Given a finite alphabet Σ, we denote elements of
the alphabet by lowercase symbols such as x ∈ Σ or y ∈ Σ. On the other hand, words (finite
sequences of letters) are denoted by uppercase symbols, for example X = x1x2 . . . xi ∈ Σ∗.
Given words X = x1x2 . . . xi and Y = y1y2 . . . yj , we write their concatenation simply XY =
x1x2 . . . xiy1y2 . . . yj . A word X is a subword of Y if Y = Y1XY2 for some (possibly empty)
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words Y1 and Y2. We identify words of length 1 with the letter they consist of. For any letter x
and i ∈ N, xi denotes the word consisting of i consecutive letters x. We say that a word X is of
the form x+ if X = xi for some i ∈ N+.
2.3 Algorithms as state machines
Let G = (V,E) be a graph. An input for G is a function f : V → I, where I is a finite set. For
each node v ∈ V , we call f(v) ∈ I the local input of v.
A distributed state machine is a tuple A = (S,H, σ0,M, µ, σ), where
– S is a set of states,
– H ⊆ S is a finite set of halting states,
– σ0 : N× I → S is an initialisation function,
– M is a set of possible messages,
– µ : S →M is a function that constructs the outgoing messages,
– σ : S ×P(M) is a function that defines the state transitions, so that σ(h,M) = h for each
h ∈ H andM∈ P(M).
Given a graph G, and input f for G and a distributed state machine A, the execution of A
on (G, f) is defined as follows. The state of the system in round r ∈ N is a function xr : V → S,
where xr(v) is the state of node v in round r. To begin the execution, set x0(v) = σo(deg(v), f(v))
for each node v ∈ V . Then, let Ar+1(v) = {µ(xr(u)) : u ∈ N(v)} denote the set of messages
received by node v in round r + 1. Now the new state of each node v ∈ V is defined by setting
xr+1(v) = σ(xr(v), Ar+1(v)).
The running time of A on (G, f) is the smallest t ∈ N for which xt(v) ∈ H holds for all
v ∈ V . The output of A on (G, f) is then xt : V → H, where t is the running time, and for each
v ∈ V , the local output of v is xt(v). The space usage of A on (G, f) is defined as
dlog |{s ∈ S : s = xr(v) for some r ∈ N, v ∈ V }|e,
that is, the number if bits needed to encode all the states that the state machine visits in at
least one node of G during the execution. In case the execution does not halt, the running time
can be defined to be ∞, and if the number of visited states grows arbitrarily large, we take the
space usage to also be ∞.
From now on, we will use the terms algorithm A and distributed state machine A interchange-
ably, implying that each algorithm can be defined formally as a state machine.
2.4 Graph problems
The computational problems that we consider are graph problems with local input—that is, the
problem instance is identical to the communication network, but possibly with an additional
input value given to each node.
More formally, let I and O be finite sets. A graph problem is a mapping ΠI,O that maps each
graph G = (V,E) and input f : V → I to a set ΠI,O(G, f) of valid solutions. Each solution S is
a function S : V → O. In case of decision graph problems, we set O = {yes, no}.
If ΠI,O is a graph problem, T,U : N→ N are functions and A a distributed state machine,
we say that A solves ΠI,O in time T and in space U if for each graph G = (V,E) and each input
f : V → I we have that the running time of A on (G, f) is at most T (|V |), the space usage of A
on (G, f) is at most U(|V |) and the output of A on (G, f) is in the set ΠI,O(G, f). In that case,
we also say that the time complexity of algorithm A is T and the space complexity of A is U .
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2.5 Thue–Morse sequence
In this section we present a concept that will be central in the proof of our main result in
Section 4. The Thue–Morse sequence is the infinite binary sequence defined recursively as
follows:
Definition 1. The Thue–Morse sequence is the sequence (ti) satisfying t0 = 0, and for each
i ∈ N, t2i = ti and t2i+1 = 1− ti.
Thus, the beginning of the Thue–Morse sequence is
01101001100101101001 . . .
For our purposes, the following two recursive definitions will be very useful.
Definition 2. Let T0 = 0. For each i ∈ N+, let Ti = Ti−1C(Ti−1), where C denotes the Boolean
complement.
Note that for each i ∈ N, the word Ti the prefix of length 2i of the Thue–Morse sequence.
Definition 3. Let T ′0 = 0. For each i ∈ N+, let T ′i be obtained from T ′i−1 by substituting each
occurrence of 0 with 01 and each occurrence of 1 with 10.
Again, we have T ′0 = 0, T ′1 = 01, T ′2 = 0110, T ′3 = 01101001 and so on. A straightforward
induction shows that the above two definitions are equivalent: Ti = T ′i for each i ∈ N. We call
Ti the Thue–Morse word of length 2i.
The Thue–Morse sequence contains lots of squares, that is, subwords of the form XX, where
X ∈ {0, 1}∗. Interestingly, it does not contain any cubes—subwords of the form XXX. Note
also that for each i ∈ N+, T2i is a palindrome.
3 Warm-up: graphs of maximum degree 3
In this section we present a graph problem that exhibits the constant space and non-constant
time complexity, in case we do not restrict ourselves to paths and cycles. The proof is quite
straightforward, which emphasises the fact that the degree-2 case considered in Section 4 is the
most interesting one. We emphasise that in the following theorem, we do not need to make any
additional assumptions about the graph; the described algorithm halts in all finite input graphs.
Theorem 4. There exist a graph problem with constant space complexity and Θ(logn) time
complexity in the class of graphs of maximum degree at most 3.
Proof. Consider the following transformation: given a directed graph G′ = (V ′, E′), replace each
edge e = (u, v) by the gadget represented in Figure 1. The end result is an undirected graph
G = (V,E), where the gadgets encode the edge directions of the original graph. We say that an
undirected graph G is good if it is obtained from some directed binary pseudotree G′ (that is, a
connected graph where each node has outdegree at most one and indegree either 0 or 2) by the
above transformation.
Consider the following graph problem: if the input graph is good, each node has to output
the parity of its distance to the nearest leaf node; if not, each node is allowed to output anything.
In any case, all the nodes have to halt.
Define an algorithm A as follows. First, A checks locally whether the input graph G is good:
Each node can detect in at most four communication rounds, whether it is contained in a valid
gadget. Then, each node v corresponding to a node v′ from the original directed graph can check
that in the orientation obtained from the gadgets, the node either has two incoming edges and
one outgoing edge, only one outgoing edge (a leaf node), or only two incoming edges (the root
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⇒Figure 1: The red edge is replaced by the dark grey gadget consisting of five nodes. Similar
encoding is performed to each edge of the original directed graph.
node in case of a tree). If either of the checks fails, the node broadcasts an instruction to halt to
its neighbours and halts. Otherwise, it follows that the original graph G′ is indeed a directed
binary pseudotree with each edge directed away from the leaf nodes.
After verifying the goodness of the instance, algorithm A starts to count the distances to
leaf nodes. In the first round, each leaf node broadcasts message 0 to its neighbours, halts
and outputs 0. When a node that has not yet halted receives message i, where i ∈ {0, 1}, it
broadcasts i+ 1 mod 2 to its neighbours, halts and outputs i+ 1 mod 2. Because the input
graph is assumed to be finite and connected, each node eventually halts.
Since verifying the goodness takes only a constant number of rounds, and in the counting
phase we count only up to 2, algorithm A needs only a constant number of states. Furthermore,
as in any binary pseudotree the distance from any node to the closest leaf node is at most
O(logn), each node halts after at most O(logn) rounds. On the other hand, in a balanced binary
tree, the distance from the root to leaf nodes is Ω(logn), and thus Ω(logn) rounds are needed
until all the nodes can output the parity of their distance to the closest leaf. This completes the
proof.
4 Graphs of maximum degree 2
We are now ready to state the main theorem of this work.
Theorem 5. There exist a decision graph problem with constant space complexity and Θ(n)
time complexity in the class of graphs of maximum degree at most 2.
To define our graph problem, we will make use of the Thue–Morse sequence via the following
definition—compare this to Definition 3 earlier.
Definition 6 (Valid words). Define a set of words over {0, 1, } recursively as follows:
(1) 0 is valid,
(2) if X is valid and Y is obtained from X by applying the substitutions 0 7→ 0 1 1 0 and
1 7→ 1 0 0 1 to each occurrence of 0 and 1, then Y is valid.
That is, valid words are obtained from the sequences T2i, i ∈ N, by inserting an underscore
at the beginning, in between each symbol and at the end.
Now, we will define a decision graph problem that we call ThueMorse as follows.
Definition 7 (ThueMorse). The local inputs of the problem are taken from the set I =
{α, β, γ}× {0, 1, } and each local output is either yes or no. Given an input function f : V → I,
we write f = (f1, f2). Now, an instance is a yes-instance of ThueMorse if and only if
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– the graph is a path graph,
– the first parts f1(·) of the local inputs define a consistent orientation,
– the second parts f2(·) of the local input define a valid word.
4.1 Definition of the algorithm
Next, we will give an algorithm that is able to solve the decision problem ThueMorse by using only
constant space. The high-level idea is as follows: First, we check that the local neighbourhood
of each node looks correct. Then, we repeatedly apply substitutions that roll the configuration
of the path graph back to a shorter prefix of the Thue–Morse sequence, until we reach a
trivial configuration and accept the input—or fail to apply the substitutions unambiguously and
consequently reject the input.
Lemma 8. There exists an algorithm A that solves problem ThueMorse in space O(1) and
time O(n).
First, let us introduce some terminology and notation. In an instance (G, f) of ThueMorse
where G is either a path or a cycle graph, the sequence of symbols defined by f2 in a given node
neighbourhood is called the input word—note that contrary to usual words, the input word
is unoriented. Sometimes we identify the node neighbourhood with the corresponding input
word; the meaning should be clear from the context. During the execution of the algorithm,
each node v has a current symbol c(v) as part of its state. The vertical bar | shall denote the
end of the path graph. We will make use of it by assuming that each degree-1 node v sees a
“virtual” neighbour u with the symbol |, that is, f1(u) = f2(u) = | and c(u) is always equal to |.
The underscore symbols will be called separators. Denote the alphabet which contains the
possible current symbols by Σ = {0, 1, , |}.
We define the algorithm A in three parts, which we denote by I, II and III. In each part,
any node can abort, which means that it sends a special abort message to its neighbours and
then moves to state no and thus halts. If a node receives the abort message at any time, it
aborts—that is, it passes the message on to all its neighbours, and then moves to state no and
halts. At initialisation, each node v sets its symbol c(v) to be equal to f2(v), the second part of
the local input.
In part I, each node v verifies its degree and the orientation: if deg(v) ∈ {1, 2} and
three different symbols from {α, β, γ, |} can be found in the local inputs within the radius-1
neighbourhood of v (that is, we have |{f1(u) : u ∈ N(v)∪{v}}| = 3), continue; otherwise, abort.
Recall that the graph is assumed to be finite and connected. If none of the nodes aborts, it
follows that the graph is either a path or a cycle and that the local inputs given by f1 define a
word of the form . . . αβγαβγαβγα . . ..
In part II, each node v verifies the input word in its radius-1 neighbourhood: if the
neighbourhood is in {| 0, 0 |, 0 0, 1 1, 0 1, 1 0, 0 , 1 }, continue; otherwise, abort. Note
that here we do not care about the orientation of the word, and hence the set of symbols received
from the neighbours is enough for this step. If none of the nodes aborts, the input word is locally
valid: every other symbol is the separator and every other symbol is either 0 or 1.
Then, we proceed to part III, which contains the most interesting steps of the algorithm.
Now we will make use of the orientation given as part of the input. Define α < β, β < γ and
γ < α. For each node v, we say that neighbour u of v is the left neighbour of v if f1(u) < f1(v)
and the right neighbour of v if f1(u) > f1(v). Thus, each node can essentially send a different
message to each of its two neighbours: the orientation symbol of the recipient indicates which
part of the message is intended for which recipient. From now on, we will also assume that
each node attaches its own orientation symbol as part of every message sent, so that nodes can
distinguish between incoming messages.
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Part III will consist of several phases. In each phase, we first gather information from the
neighbourhood in two buffers and then try to apply a substitution to the word obtained in the
buffers. More precisely, each node v has two buffers, the left buffer L(v) and the right buffer
R(v) as part of its state. The buffers are used to store a compressed version of the input word in
the neighbourhood: a sequence of consecutive symbols 0 or 1 is represented by a single 0 or 1,
respectively.
Let us define some notation. Let l, r : Σ∗ × Σ→ Σ∗ be as follows. If X = Ay for some word
A, set r(X, y) = X. Otherwise, set r(X, y) = Xy. Function l is defined analogously: if X = yA
for some word A, set l(X, y) = X; otherwise, set l(X, y) = yX. In other words, functions l and
r append a new symbol either to the beginning or to the end of a word, respectively—but only
if the new symbol is different from the current first or last symbol of the word, respectively.
Now, in each phase, each node v first fills its buffers as follows. To initialise, node v broadcasts
message c(v) (its own current symbol) to its neighbours. Then, node v repeats the following. It
sets the left buffer L(v) equal to the message it receives from its left neighbour and the right
buffer R(v) equal to the message it receives from the right neighbour. After that, node v sends
r(L(v), c(v)) to the right and l(R(v), c(v)) to the left. These steps are repeated until both buffers
of v contain either 8 instances of the separator or an end-of-the-path marker |. When that
happens, node v is finished with filling its buffers.
Next, node v combines its buffers to construct a compressed view of the input word in its
neighbourhood. To that end, define C : Σ∗×Σ×Σ∗ → Σ∗ and p : Σ∗×Σ×Σ∗ → N as follows. If
X = Ay and Z = yB for some A,B ∈ Σ∗, set C(X, y, Z) = AyB and p(X, y, Z) = |A|. Otherwise,
if X = Ay for some A ∈ Σ∗, set C(X, y, Z) = AyZ and p(X, y, Z) = |A|, and if Z = yB for
some B ∈ Σ∗, set C(X, y, Z) = XyB and p(X, y, Z) = |X|. Else, set C(X, y, Z) = XyZ and
p(X, y, Z) = |X|. Now, the compressed view of node v is V (v) = C(L(v), c(v), R(v)), and c(v)
is at position q(v) = p(L(v), c(v), R(v)) + 1 in V (v). In other words, the left buffer, the current
symbol and the right buffer are concatenated in a way that removes successive repetitions of the
same symbol.
Finally, node v does subword matching on the view V (v). If V (v) is equal to | 0 | or
| 0 1 1 0 |, node v instructs other nodes to accept, moves to the yes state and halts. Otherwise,
node v searches V (v) for the subword 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 in all possible positions. Given a match,
let the ith symbol of the subword be aligned with the q(v)th symbol of V (v). If i ∈ {1, 9, 17}, set
c′ = . Otherwise, if i ≤ 8, set c′ = 0, and if i ≥ 10, set c′ = 1. After that, node v performs the
same procedure with the reversed subword 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 —but now, if i ≤ 8, set c′ = 1,
and if i ≥ 10, set c′ = 0. If no matches could be found in V (v), node v aborts. If several matches
were found and they resulted in different values for c′, node v aborts. Otherwise, node v updates
its current symbol c(v) to be the unambiguous value c′. This concludes the phase; if not aborted,
on the next round, a new phase starts from the beginning. See Example 9 for illustrations of the
matching and substitution steps in a few cases.
Example 9. Consider the execution of part III of algorithm A in the following instances.
(1) Path graph, yes-instance:
| 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 |
⇓ (unambiguous substitutions)
| 0000000 1111111 1111111 0000000 |
⇓ (V (v) = | 0 1 1 0 |)
accept
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(2) Path graph, no-instance:
| 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 |
⇓
| 0000000 1111111 . . .
. . . 0000000 1111111 |
⇓ (ambiguous substitutions)
abort
(3) Cycle graph (the ends marked with . . . are connected circularly):
. . . 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 . . .
⇓ (unambiguous substitutions)
. . . 0000000 1111111 1111111 0000000 . . .
⇓ (no matches)
abort
4.2 Proof of correctness
In this section we show that algorithm A executes correctly and always halts with the desired
output. Since parts I and II are quite trivial, we will start with part III of the algorithm.
We say that a word X = x1x2 . . . xi is a compressed version of word Y = y1y2 . . . yj if
xi 6= xi+1 for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , i−1} and there exist a surjective compression mapping f : [j]→ [i]
such that f(1) = 1, f(k) ∈ {f(k− 1), f(k− 1) + 1} for all k ∈ {2, 3, . . . , j} and yk = xf(k) for all
k ∈ [j].
Lemma 10. After any node v has finished collecting the buffers, V (v) is the compressed version
of the actual input word in the neighbourhood of v.
Proof. We use induction on the number of rounds t after starting the phase. After the first round
of the phase, each node v has received L(v) = c(u) from its left neighbour u and R(v) = c(w)
from its right neighbour w. Hence L(v) and R(v) are compressed versions of the left and right
1-neighbourhoods of v, respectively.
Assume then that L(u) and R(w) are compressed versions of the left and right (t − 1)-
neighbourhoods of u and w, respectively, and let fl and fr be the corresponding mappings.
Consider now the definition of the algorithm. The definition of the mapping r implies that what
v receives from the left in round t of the phase is L(u)—extended by c(u) if and only if c(u)
differs from the last symbol of L(u). If it does differ, we extend fl by defining fl(t) = |L(u)|+ 1,
otherwise fl(t) = |L(u)|. Hence the new value of the buffer L(v) is a compressed version of the
left t-neighbourhood of v. The case of R(v) is handled analogously.
Suppose that v has finished collecting the buffers. Now L(v) and R(v) are the compressed
versions of the left and right k-neighbourhoods of v for some k. Then, it follows from the
definition of the function C that an appropriate compression mapping can be formed and
V (v) = C(L(v), c(v), R(v)) is the compressed version of the k-neighbourhood of v.
We call the sequence of current symbols c(u) in the graph a configuration (in the case of a
cycle graph, the sequence is infinite in both directions). A maximal sequence of adjacent nodes
such that each node v has the same current symbol c(v) is called a block. We sometimes identify
a block with the subword consisting of the current symbols of the block nodes.
In the next two lemmas, we show how updating the current symbol locally in nodes results
in global substitutions in the configuration.
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Lemma 11. Assume that in the current configuration, each maximal subword of the form 0+
or 1+ is of length ` and each maximal subword of the form + is of length 1. If the algorithm is
executed for one phase and no node aborts, in the resulting configuration the lengths are 4`+ 3
and 1, respectively. More precisely, the execution of one phase always results in substitutions of
the following kinds:
0` 1` 1` 0` 1` 0` 0` 1` 7→ 04`+3 14`+3 , (1)
1` 0` 0` 1` 0` 1` 1` 0` 7→ 14`+3 04`+3 . (2)
Proof. Since no node aborts, each node v is able to find an unambiguous new value for c(v).
Consider an arbitrary node u. Suppose that the pattern P1 = 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 matches V (u)
so that the ith symbol of the pattern is aligned with the q(v)th symbol of V (u). Now it follows
from Lemma 10 that P1 is the compressed version of an actual neighbourhood N of u. Due to
the assumption, for each j such that the jth symbol of P1 is 0 or 1, in the neighbourhood there
are exactly ` consecutive symbols 0 or 1, respectively, that are mapped to the jth symbol of P1
by the compression mapping f .
Let us consider the case i = 6 as an example. Now c(u) = 1. As the buffers are gathered
until each of them contain eight separators , the next 5 blocks to the left from the block of
u, as well as the next 11 blocks to the right, gather views that are compressed versions of a
neighbourhood containing N . Hence P1 matches also their views. For example, for all nodes w
in the block two steps left from the block of u, P1 matches V (w) at position i− 2 = 4. If follows
from the definition of the algorithm that the new value for c(u), as well as for c(w), where w
is in the next 4 blocks to the left from u or 2 blocks to the right from u, is 0. The new value
for the node in the 5th block left from u as well as 3rd block right from u is . Thus, after the
phase, node u will be part of a 0-block of length `+ 1 + `+ 1 + `+ 1 + ` = 4`+ 3.
The cases for all other values of i, as for as the matching the reverse pattern P2, are
analogous.
We call a word xi1 xi2 . . . xip a padded Thue–Morse word of length p if x1x2 . . . xp is a
prefix of the Thue–Morse sequence.
Lemma 12. Let W be a subword of a configuration C at the beginning of a phase. Let k ≥ 3.
If W is a (complement of a) padded Thue–Morse word of length 2k and the algorithm is executed
for one phase on C without aborting, the subword W is transformed to a (complement of a)
padded Thue–Morse word of length 2k−2.
Proof. We use induction on k. If k = 3, we have W = 0i 1i 1i 0i 1i 0i 0i 1i or W =
1i 0i 0i 1i 0i 1i 1i 0i for some i. Then Lemma 11 implies that W is transformed to 0j 1j
or 1j 0j , respectively, where j = 4i+ 3. Hence the claim holds for k = 3.
Suppose then that k > 3 and the claim holds for each subword that is a (complement of a)
padded Thue–Morse word of length 2k−1. Let W be a padded Thue–Morse word of length 2k.
Now the definition of the Thue–Morse sequence implies that we can write W = W1 W2, where
W1 is a padded Thue–Morse word of length 2k−1 and W2 is a complement of a padded
Thue–Morse word of length 2k−1. By the inductive hypothesis, W1 is transformed to a padded
Thue–Morse word of length 2k−3 and W2 is transformed to a complement of a padded Thue–
Morse word of length 2k−3. Now the definition of the Thue–Morse sequence again implies that
W = W1 W2 is transformed to a padded Thue–Morse word of length 2k−2. The case where W
is a complement of a padded Thue–Morse word is completely analogous.
Now we are ready to aggregate our previous lemmas to establish that algorithm A actually
works correctly.
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Lemma 13. In a yes-instance, each node eventually halts and outputs yes.
Proof. Let (G, f) be a yes-instance of ThueMorse. By definition, algorithm A executes parts
I and II successfully. Notice then that since the input word is valid, the configuration at the
beginning of part III is actually a padded Thue–Morse word. If the input word is either 0 or
0 1 1 0, the nodes move immediately to the yes state and halt. Otherwise, the input word
is a padded Thue–Morse word of length at least 16, and by iterating Lemma 12 we obtain a
shorter padded Thue–Morse word after every phase. Note that the new current symbol will
be unambiguous for each node on each phase. Eventually the configuration will match with
0 1 1 0 , and the instance will get accepted.
Lemma 14. In a no-instance, each node eventually halts and outputs no.
Proof. Let (G, f) be a no-instance of ThueMorse. By assumption, G is finite and connected. If G
contains a node of degree higher than 2, algorithm A aborts in part I. Hence we can assume that
G has maximum degree at most two. It follows immediately from Lemma 11 that algorithm A
halts on (G, f): since the size of blocks of 0’s or 1’s grows in each phase, we will eventually run
out of nodes.
Graph G is either a path or a cycle graph. If A rejects in part I or part II, we are done.
Hence, we can assume that the input f defines a consistent orientation and each 1-neighbourhood
is of the correct form—that is, every second symbol on the input word is a separator . Now it
follows from Lemma 11 that the computation proceeds synchronously: in part III, each node
starts a new phase in the same round.
Consider the case that G is a cycle graph. Due to Lemma 11, the number of blocks decreases
after each phase. Eventually, if no node rejects, the execution reaches a configuration with b ≤ 4
blocks of 0’s and 1’s. Then, each node sees the same sequence of b blocks repeating in its view.
It follows that neither pattern P1 or P2 matches and the node rejects.
Assume then that G is a path graph. If there exists a yes-instance (G′, f ′) with the same
number of nodes as G has, we proceed as follows. Suppose for a contradiction that (G, f) gets
accepted. Then there is a smallest i such that before the ith phase, the configurations C on
(G, f) and C ′ on (G′, f ′), respectively, are different, but after the ith phase, they are identical,
C ′′. It follows that C ′′ contains a subword of the form 0i 1i for some i, such that C and C ′
differ on a position overlapping with the subword. But this is a contradiction, as it follows from
Lemma 11 that C and C ′ cannot differ on such a position.
Finally, consider the case where (G, f) is a no-instance such that there does not exist a
yes-instance with the same number of nodes. Suppose again for a contradiction that (G, f) gets
accepted. Let (G′, f ′) be the largest yes-instance no larger than (G, f) and let (G′′, f ′′) be the
yes-instance that is one step larger from (G′, f ′). Lemma 12 implies that the algorithm A needs
exactly one phase more on (G′′, f ′′) than on (G′, f ′). The number of phases on (G, f) equals
either the number of phases on (G′, f ′) or on (G′′, f ′′). But either case is a contradiction, since
the instances have a different amount of blocks in the beginning, and Lemma 11 implies that
the size of blocks grows at a fixed rate.
The last thing left to do is analysing the complexity of the algorithm. This is taken care of
in the following lemmas.
Lemma 15. The space usage of algorithm A is in O(1).
Proof. Parts I and II of algorithm A clearly use only a constant number of states. Consider
then part III. When gathering the buffers, consecutive blocks of symbols in the neighbourhood
are represented by only one symbol, and only a constant amount of blocks are gathered (eight
separator symbols in each buffer). Hence a constant number of states is enough to represent
the contents of the buffers. Furthermore, the buffers get erased after each phase has completed.
Thus, algorithm A can be implemented using a constant number of states, independent of the
size of the input.
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Lemma 16. The running time of algorithm A is in O(n).
Proof. Executing each phase of part III of the algorithm can be done in 8i+ 8 = 8(i+ 1) rounds,
where i is the size of the blocks at the start of the phase. Recall that after each phase, the size
of the blocks grows from ` to 4`+ 3. Note also that 12 logn phases are enough to grow the block
size so large that the algorithm has to either accept or reject. It follows that
8(1 + 1) + 8(7 + 1) + 8(31 + 1) + · · ·+ 8(22( 12 logn)−1)) ≤ 8n
is an upper bound for the running time.
On the other hand, Ω(n) rounds are clearly necessary to solve ThueMorse: node at the end
of the path has to receive information from the other end of the path to be able to verify that
the instance is actually a yes-instance. This concludes the proof of Theorem 5.
5 Conclusions
We identified a model of distributed computing and a class of graphs, where the question on the
existence of constant-space, non-constant-time algorithms is interesting and non-trivial. The
answer turned out to be positive. This opens up the way to study constant space further—we
can ask, for example, what other time complexities besides Θ(logn) and Θ(n) can possibly be
found and in which graph classes.
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